2007 hhr power steering fuse

Lake Ford helped make these videos. If your convenience lights, turn signals, seat warmers,
stereo, headlights or other electronic components suddenly stop working, chances are you
have a fuse that has blown out. The video above shows how to check and change blown fuses
in the engine bay of your Chevrolet HHR in addition to where the fuse box diagram is located.
Fuses should always be the first thing you check if your HHR is experiencing electrical
difficulties because they are relatively easy and inexpensive to change yourself. The more
electronics your HHR has, the more fuses it has. Some Chevrolets have multiple fuse boxes in
the engine bay, so be sure to find the fuse s in question. Some components may have multiple
fuses, so make sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component that is no longer
working properly. If you need to replace a blown fuse in your HHR, make sure you replace it
with one that has the same amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for
the component in question doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted
professional mechanic. They should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced
or if there is a short or some other problem with your HHR. Hans Angermeier has produced over
, videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Many cars will burn or leak a little bit of
oil. Over time, this adds up and you might need to add some - learn how to here! Car companies
often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the
same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our
system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics.
The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to
get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part
and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix
things on their cars. Replace fog lights. Don't be caught in the fog with burnt out fog light bulbs.
Replace reverse light. White light when you back up - yup, they burn out and you can replace
them with bright LEDs. Top up the oil level. Change a burnt out headlight. Avoid tickets and
accidents with both working headlights! New bulbs are much brighter too. See all videos for the
Chevrolet HHR. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything The
most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Chevrolet HHR based on all problems reported for the HHR. Lost
power steering. Thank goodness only 1 mile from home. Fortunate not to be on highway. Why
no recall from gm. Is same auto on recall for ignition switch. Fixed on recall in Was driving
down the road and went to change lanes and lost power steering. After pulling over and turning
the car off it worked again for like five minutes. I almost got hit on the side of the car because of
this issue. I can see I am not the only one having it. I lose the power steering at that moment. I
also found that if I stop the car and restart, I get the power steering back, however it might not
last long. Car will lose power steering suddenly with a message displayed on the information
center "power steering". Does not matter speed or length of time car has been driven. At this
point, the power steering returns to normal when you turn the car off and then restart the car.
Recall from gm has only Hhr, but many other older Hhr have exact same issues according to
Hhr forums. Chevy even sent us a notice in January stating the potential of the power steering
failure, but offered no date for a recall to fix. The Hhr has 75, miles and dealer was notified, but
was rude about even looking the car up for recall information or helping us. This car has only
seen a chevy dealership for any service related issues. I was driving last week and I suddenly
lost all power steering. I had to pull over as I was on a side street and put on my 4 way flashers
shut off my car and then start it. When I started my car I suddenly had my power steering back.
Just a couple of days ago I was once again driving on a busy road near the intersection of the
highway and the same thing happened. I'm wondering if there is some time of defect with the
power steering. Ever since I had the ignition switch recall fixed, I've been having problems. I
pulled over and turn the car off. Then I started it again and had power steering back; but after
few minutes driving, the light came on again. While driving, the power steering message came
on and I lost all power steering in the car. I pulled over and shut off the car. Then I started it
again and had power steering again! While traveling on the highway at 60 mph, my power
steering light came on and I lost power steering this was on the August 14, Thought I had blown
the fuse replaced it. Did not drive the vehicle again until Monday, August 17, and again while
travelling on the highway at 60 mph the power steering light came on and I lost power steering.
Made it home parked the car, Tuesday morning August 17, turned the car on and the power
steering was fine. My son is just learning how to drive and we were in a parking lot practicing.
We heard a ding and then there was an error message saying service power steering. We had
lost power steering. We shut the car off and back on and it was ok for just two more turns then
gave us an error message again. I know gm issued a recall n for some years and models and
then a service bulletin number which states my year. When I called chevy to get clarification

they said my VIN number did not qualify for this. If all of these other years are having the same
issue why do they not qualify??? Below paragraph is form gm's web site. So why do some of us
have to pay for this problem and others do not. In addition, , non-turbocharged Chevrolet Hhrs
from the model years and several hundred models and 96, Saturn ions from the model year that
are not subject to these recalls will be given lifetime warranties for replacement of the electronic
power steering motor. Gm bulletin covers the following cars where gm dealers will replace the
power steering motor for the life of the vehicle. As I was heading out to work my car dinged
power steering on the dic and became very hard to control and the panel shut down. The past
week the car will surge in and out, as if it's racing. The car has lost all power steering to the
vehicle and is in need of replacement, this is just two weeks after it came out of the dealership
for the recall fix for the ignition, I find it very odd I've had no power steering issues until the
ignition was replaced. The dealership is aware. I also called gm who is aware and cannot do
anything. The contact owns a Chevrolet Hhr. The contact stated that while driving
approximately 60 mph, the vehicle lost power steering and the power steering light illuminated.
The vehicle was not taken to the dealer. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The
approximate failure mileage was 69, The request was immediately and unilaterally denied by the
Chevrolet district service manager without reason. We then wrote to mr. We were contacted
shortly thereafter by a gentleman from mr. Substantiating documentation available upon
request. Refer original gm case file I had my my children up from school while driving I lost all
power steering. I had heard I chime rite before and noticed it displayed power steering on the
instrument panel. I did find out that by shutting the car off and restarting it temporarily fixed the
problem for a block or so. The vehicle is going to be serviced this week. I don't think we should
have to pay for this problem to be fixed when the and models are having the same issue and
being recalled ours should be recalled also. The car lost the power steering ability and was very
hard to steer. I pulled the vehicle over. Stopped and restarted and began to drive ok. The car
seems to be randomly losing the power steering ability. When driving down the road my chevy
Hhr will lose all power steering making it unsafe to drive. The problem goes away after I turn off
my Hhr and restart it. It is extremely dangerous for myself and the other motorist driving on the
road. It started to happen about a week ago and goes out a couple times a day. There needs to
be a safety recall on this problem before more people die. Making a left or right turn, I lose
power steering, if I turn the car off the power steering will come back for a while, then I lose the
power steering again. It is hard for me to turn the wheel I have carpal tunnel, elbow and
shoudler and neck and lower back pain already. As I was driving home on the highway, the
power steering light went on and then I lost power steering. I pulled it over to the side of the
road and turned the car off. After waiting a few minutes, I turned the car back on. It was fine - for
a bit. During my 21 mile commute, this happened 4 times. Every time, I lost power steering,
pulled the car to the side of the road, and turned it off. Each time I turned it on, it was fine for a
bit. This is very unsafe due to the lack of steering - it felt like I was driving a tractor each time
this happened and turning corners was very difficult. Once I got home, we checked the owner's
manual and it stated that when this happens, the electronic power steering device is faulting.
We checked on the internet to find out how to purchase that part and discovered that there are
several reports claims that the Hhr and cobalts have this same issue. So, we called and
purchased a part from the Chevrolet dealership in elburn. I asked them about how to make a
complaint and I was led to discuss this with gm and make a complaint. Then, I am making a
complaint with your company as well. Driving on the highway and the vehicle chimes and the
instrument panel reads "power steering", the vehicle loses power steering and the steering
wheel gets very hard to turn. It is very unnerving when this happens. The problem is sporadic
and it has been starting to happen more often. When it occurs I will pull off the side of the road
and shut the car off and it will normally work fine for a day or two, but the past couple of days it
goes right back out and it won't work. I really want to have this issue repaired but I just started a
new job and I really can't afford it just yet, I think gm should seriously consider a recall because
this could be a very dangerous problem for someone who is not strong enough to steer the
vehicle when this occurs. On multiple occasions I lost power steering lasting approximately
seconds. Occasionally the "power steering" light would register on the dashboard. I brought my
vehicle to the dealership and they could not find any problem. Over the next 3 months I would
lose power steering approximately one to two times a day. It would happen at speeds from
miles an hour, while turning right or left, and any change in the surface of the road. I brought my
car to my local mechanic and they stated that there was voltage going in but not out. I had the
power steering motor replaced. I have read multiple articles on this problem. I feel rather lucky
since my power steering would return within 5 seconds. Many reports have people having to
restart their vehicles to reset the system. I also feel very lucky that I was not involved in any
accidents. This is a very dangerous situation to be in. From my understanding, the cobalt had a

recall on their power steering motor and is the same motor in the Hhr. I hope that there is some
consideration in recalling this motor in the Hhr. I bought my car a week ago. Drove it home with
no incident. Then drove it was on the highway to take my elderly mother to an airport 40 miles
away. After seeing her off, I went to get my new car washed. Then got back onto the I-5 and
drove about 3 miles, when I heard a tone and the dash board under the speedometer lit up,
stating I had lost power steering. I was in the middle lane of six lanes, going 60 miles an hours
in a brand new to me car I was not used to driving, in congested commuter traffic. I am not
strong. I was scared out of my mind. Luckily I was on a straight away. I put on my hazard lights
and people eventually let me over. I took the next off ramp and managed my way home on
frontage roads and side streets, which of course took forever. Arriving home I turned the
ignition off and cried with relief and frustration. Then I turned the ignition back on to see what
the message on the dash was again and it was gone. I'm terrified to drive this car again. And
everything thing I've read online since, said that if the shop doesn't see the message or
duplicate the problem, they can't fix it, equalling money wasted. This problem is not new, highly
dangerous and recalled in at least one of Chevrolet's other cars and recalled on the Hhr in
canada. Why not here??? I have a car I can't drive without fear and can't sell in good
conscience. I am older, in poor health and without much money, I feel that I have been cheated.
No one should be allowed to sell unsafe cars any where!!! I also feel this problem is why
Chevrolet is discontinuing the Hhr, and leaving us out in the cold with their mistake. Does
someone have to die for a recall??? I feel it was close in my case!!! What else can I do?. I
suddenly lost power steering. I googled the problem and gm is aware of it but has chosen not to
recall the chev Hhr. They are recalling the chev cobalt which has the same problem, overheating
of the power steering motor. The power steering light came on and lost power steering it could
still be driven but every time I was driving I have to pull over stop the car restarted and then it'll
do it again every five minutes it's been doing it since last year, around this time for about a
week and now it's doing it every day. Driving down the highway at approx 60mph when the
steering indicator light came on and I lost power steering. Incident was on 6 lane freeway in
morning traffic, not the best time to loose steering. After doing extensive research, this is an
ongoing unacknowledged problem. Gm does not reconize this as a malfunction, although the
dealers I have spoken to, since this happened this morning, are well aware of the problem.
Driving home from work on evening I heard a "bing" and a warning message came on in my
dash reading "power steering" and I immediately lost the power steering assist on my car
entirely making it very difficult to maneuver. I was barely able to get off the road I was on and
safely into a parking lot. If I had been traveling at higher speeds or in the middle of a turn when
this failure occurred it would have almost certainly ended in a crash. The power steering motor
the same part recalled on chevy cobalts, which share a power train and chassis with the Hhr
failed and had to be replaced at only just over 40, on a well maintained vehicle. I would suggest
further inquiry into whether the recall on this part has been comprehensive enough and should
perhaps include other makes and models such as the Hhr. I have been in contact with gm
regarding this safety issue and have received little to no help. While on a highway entrance
ramp my wife lost power steering almost hit the guard rail. After restarting the car the power
steering returned,but a few days later it happened again. Over the last three months it has
reached the point it's happening multiple times a day,this will become a major problem in the
winter. Contacted a dealer and was told this the same power steering system that was recalled
on the cobalt's ,but not the Hhr. The cost to fix this problem that g. Knows about is more then I
can afford right but why should owners of this vehicle have to pay to fix a defect in a
manufacturers product. Please have them fix this before someone is hurt or killed!. My chevy
Hhr has developed a sudden issue with the "power steering" showing on the driver's display
after a couple of ding sounds. When this occurs, the car immediately loses all power steering.
There is no warning whatsoever, it is incredibly terrifying, especially if you are driving at
highway speeds as I was. On the first occurrence on may 3, the light came on, I pulled off the
highway into a gas station and allowed the car to rest for nearly half an hour. I then restarted the
car, and the issue did not occur again. Then today, the incident happened again, and again at
highway speeds. I pulled onto the side of the road, turned the car off for a couple of minutes,
then back on. The car had the warning light and lose of power steering happen 5 times tonight.
On my Hhr with only 18, miles on it the "power steering warning light" came on while I was
driving on a major highway. I lost power steering and handling the vehicle was very difficult
when I had to turn the wheel. This is definitely a safety concern and a recall should have been
done to fix the problem. Other gm models in the same year had recalls, but not the Hhr's. After
parking the vehicle the steering returned to normal upon startup. While driving off of the
interstate, slowing from 70 mph, and turning onto the exit ramp, my driver information center
gave 3 warning beeps and showed "power steering" in the display. At the same time, I lost all

power steering. Steering became very difficult with more difficulty at slower speeds. After
stopping the vehicle and turning the ignition off, the warning went away and power steering
returned for a short period of time. Then again, as I was driving down the road, the warning
sounded and the power steering assist was entirely gone. This has happened daily at various
speeds at various times of the day. It happens within the first minute of driving and sometimes I
can drive 10 or more minutes after re-start before the warning sounds and steering assistance
is lost. It is extremely difficult to maneuver the vehicle in traffic when the power steering
assistance is lost. The contact owns Chevrolet Hhr. The contact stated while driving at no
particular speed the vehicle lost power steering without warning and the steering wheel was
hard to turn. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who diagnosed that the power steering motor
needed to be replaced in order to repair the vehicle. The vehicle was not repaired. The
manufacturer was notified of the defect. The approximate failure mileage was 55, Consumer
writes in regards to ignition switch recall notice and power steering problems. The consumer
stated he had 3 accidents. The first accident, he hit a light pole and damaged the right side of
the vehicle, the second accident, he hit a tree and the third accident, someone backed into him.
The consumer stated the air bag did not deploy, in any of the accidents. The consumer felt he
lost power steering in the first 2 accidents. Since December , the steering light would illuminate.
Also, the consumer experienced problems with the shifter as the vehicle as difficult to shift
when first starting out; it was difficult to shift from park to drive. Car Problems. Lose Power
Steering problem 1. Lose Power Steering problem 2. Lose Power Steering problem 3. Lose
Power Steering problem 4. Lose Power Steering problem 5. Lose Power Steering problem 6.
Lose Power Steering problem 7. Lose Power Steering problem 8. Lose Power Steering problem
9. Lose Power Steering problem Steering problems Steering problems. Power Steering Light On
problems. Power Steering Failed problems. Steering Column problems. Power Steering Pump
problems. Steering Failed problems. Steering Is Tight problems. Electric Power Assist Steering
System problems. Steering Wheel Vibrate problems. Steering Rack And Pinion problems. Power
Steering Fluid problems. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check
out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Chevrolet HHR based on all problems reported
for the HHR. Power steering motor fails during normal driving within yards making it very
difficult to steer vehicle especially at slow speeds. Vehicle has not been involved in a accident
yet due to this problem. Power steering fails randomly while driving, steering becomes very
difficult and could be very dangerous. Pulling over and turning the car off restarts the steering,
but it fails again randomly very very dangerous. Why no recall?. While driving the power
steering failed and the indicator came on the dash indicating failure. If the car is turned off and
then restarted the power steering will work fine for awhile but will eventually fail again, usually
within min. This started at 78,miles. Power steering failed while turning at a signal on a city
street. It continued to be non-operative for the rest of the drive home 3 more turns. After sitting
in the driveway for a day, the power steering began working again. The power steering failed
under low speed driving. Leaving one location, the 'power steering' light illuminated on,
steering became extremely difficult. Check fuses , none seemed at fault. After turning off the
vehicle and restarting, the 'power steering" warning goes out for a few seconds, power steering
works normal; however, the issue returns a few seconds later. Power steering fails
indiscriminately when in motion; returns when vehicle is turned off and restarted. Vehicle has
roughly 93, miles. Last week while the vehicle was in operation, the power steering suddenly cut
out. This was accompanied by a warning indication on the dash display. When the vehicle is
turned off and then turned on, the power steering resumes. However, after a few miles, the
power steering fails again. This occured on both city driving and at freeway speeds. I tried
changing out the fuse, but that did not correct the problem. This is a dangerous condition when
it fails out of nowhere. Easy to lose control of the vehicle. I noticed that a recall was announced
for the and Hhr, but not other years. Why not?. While driving my power steering failed I
currently do not have power steering still. The back latch will not open as well. I cannot access
the trunk where my battery is because the latch will not open. Tl-the contact owns a Chevrolet
Hhr. The contact stated that while driving at 25 mph the power steering failed. The vehicle was
not taken to be diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The
approximate failure mileage was , Started the car to move it up a little bit and the power steering
failed, very difficult to turn. This car has been a lemon since day one when I bought it from the
dealership, front end shakes when you go 60 mph. Now I see there are over complaints of
steering problems! While changing lanes power steering failed. Shut off car. Restarted and
power steering was working. Gm has a recall on the and Hhr for this problem but does not
include the However paragraph five of the gm news release, dated states that ,
non-turbocharged Hhrs from the that are not subject to the recall will be given lifetime
warranties for replacement of the electronic power steering motor. The service rep. At the local

Chevrolet dealer pulled up my VIN number and said the unit had been replaced at some earlier
date and replacement at this time is not covered. This is a very serious problem with the Hhr
and all models must be included in the recall. I expect my Hhr to steer and stop. Thank you.
Driving as normal when the power steering suddenly failed and the warning light and chime
sounded that fact. After turning the engine off, the power steering again worked. The same
event happened later in the day. This is a very dangerous failure and after research, numerous
Hhr's are experiencing this as a common failure. Apparently it is a short in the electric power
steering unit mounted on the steering column. Chevy absolutely needs to recall before a
serious crash occurs if one or more hasn't already occurred. The contact owns a Chevrolet Hhr.
The contact stated that while driving at approximately 25 mph, the electronic power steering
failed. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the
failure. Chevy Hhr power steering fails at random times and speeds. Becomes progressively
worse with time. Seems to be heat sensitive, does it more on hot days after starting a closed up
car. Some times happens 4 or 5 times a day, some times much more. Pull over, shut off engine
and it resets itself every time. It can be difficult to control on a wet curved expressway ramp
when the steering suddenly stops working. The same power steering motor was recalled in
canada for the same defect across the board. It is time gm replaced these motors and quit
playing around. While driving approximately 40 mph, the power steering warning indicator
illuminated and the power steering failed. When the contact turned off and restarted the vehicle,
the power steering returned to normal. The failure occurred fifteen times. The vehicle was taken
to the dealer, but was not repaired. The manufacturer was notified. The approximate failure
mileage was 68, On several occasions while driving the vehicle the electric power steering failed
causing my son to have to pull over quickly as it was quite difficult for him to control the car.
During one event he also described what seemed to be loss of brakes as he said he had the
brake to the floor and was not stopping; he had to use the emergency brake; this occurred at
the same time as the power steering loss. He has had several instances where he would try to
accelerate without affect. The electric power steering failed while driving at 35 mph and it
became hard to steer and to turn. It was extremely difficult to drive in any condition. This is a
serious safety issue that requires a recall as it may result in bodily injury. The contact stated
that while traveling various speeds, the power steering assist failed. The vehicle was taken to
the dealer where the it was found that the power steering module had failed. The vehicle was
repaired but the failure recurred. The manufacturer was contacted about the failure. The failure
mileage and VIN was not available. At various speeds and after various amounts of time the
power steering indicatior will come on and the power steering wheel fail. This can usually be
relived by turning car off and back on. This is happening almost daily. Electric power steering
failed, steering wheel became hard to turn, requiring significantly added muscular strength to
maintain directional stability and to turn and maneuver the vehicle in traffic. Power steering
function restored and normal operation restored by stopping the vehicle, turning off the motor,
and electrical system, then restarting the motor. This happened several times on the trip home,
distance less than 3 miles. Restored power steering failed again within 30 to seconds of each
restart. Outside air temperature was below freezing, vehicle operated on paved highway in good
condition. The contact stated that while driving 40 mph, the power steering assist failed without
warning while he was attempting a turn. The contac turned the vehicle off and once restarted,
the power steering assist was functioning properly for a shirt time before the failure recurred.
The vehicle was not taken to a dealer or an independent mechanic for diagnosis or repairs. The
manufacturer was not made aware of the problem. The approximate failure mileage was 28, The
contact stated that while traveling 5 mph, the power steering warning lamp illuminated and the
power steering assist failed. The vehicle was not taken to a dealer for a diagnostic. The
manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The vehicle was not repaired. The approximate
failure and current mileage was 77, The contact was driving 40 mph when the power steering
warning lamp illuminated and the power steering assist failed. The vehicle was taken to an
independent mechanic for inspection and was advised that the power steering motor would
need replacing. The manufacturer was made aware of the issue. The approximate failure
mileage was While driving 65 mph, the power steering failed and a warning indicator
illuminated. The failure mileage was 60, Power steering fails while driving. Same unit was used
in chevy cobalt and Saturn ion which was recalled by NHTSA but you failed to include Hhr
owers who have the exact same unit in their vehicles what does it take to get it right. Google
Hhr steering fails on internet. We were almost in an accident because my wife was driving the
Hhr when it first occurred. Do your job. Make it right. The contact stated that while driving
approximately 40 mph, the power steering intermittently failed without warning. The vehicle
would become increasingly difficult to control. The contact mentioned that the failure was
experienced several times. The vehicle was taken to a dealer where it was diagnosed that the

power steering module needed to be replaced. The failure mileage was 37, and the current
mileage was 45, Power steering abrubtly failed at low speeds, and did not resume working when
vehicle was shut off and restarted. Power steering intermittently stops working. This has
happened 4 times in the last month. Power steering failure is indicated on dash when it
happens. After shutting the vehicle off and restarting, the steering is fine. This happens without
warning at any speed. I was returning home from work and was rounding a curve entering my
addition when the power steering quit working. I barely missed running up and over the
boulevard between the two sides of the street cuba blvd in the river oaks subdivision in monroe,
la. They stated that there was a recall on the models for this problem but not on the models.
They provided an estimate of They charged me I did not have the fix made as I cannot afford it
due to my low income. The power steering continues to fail several times per week as of this
writing. I am writing because I just noticed in the news that NHTSA has issued a recall for this
same problem on the and models but not on the model that I own. Seems strange that When I
took it in to the dealership the service representative told me that they have had several reports
of this problem but could not fix the because it had not been recalled. I could get the name of
that person if it would be helpful. Thanks for reading and pray for my safety and others too.
Note: I purchased this vehicle new in January from bunker Chevrolet in marion, in where I lived
previously. At intermittent times and speeds, the power steering would just fail and the steering
wheel lock up. There were times on the highway when my husband was driving where he
narrowly avoided a crash. There were times when I was driving on a busy city street, where it
was all I could do to avoid a crash by using all my strength to turn into a parking lot and restart
the car, hoping it wouldn't happen again. This is a safety issue because the failure could
happen at any time and any speed, causing a crash. We paid for this to be repaired and haven't
had a problem since. This should be done on all of the cars that might have this issue. It seems
that quite a lot of people have had this happen in the Hhr. While traveling on highway in
washington DC and going around a curve, the power steering failed, causing my car to veer into
the next lane before I could force it back. I was lucky it was very early so there was no car in the
other lane. After doing research online, I have found many people complaining about the same
issue with the Hhr. This was very frightening and this could easily cause a major accident. I was
very lucky. While driving in a store parking lot toward the exit my chevy Hhr became difficult to
steer. The dash warning system lite indicating the power steering had failed. Car is in my
driveway waiting repair. The electric power steering motor on my Hhr failed close to this date
while being driven down our street at around 25 mph and I had to have it replaced. I didn't think
much about the failure at the time but now I see electric power steering motor failures are the
reason for a current recall. My Hhr wasn't part of the recall but I wonder if it's motor also has a
problem. My mechanic used a motor kit for the repair. A google search for this part shows the
following applications. I was driving my car and suddenly my power steering failed. At first I
thought it was a wiring issue because the fuse was blown. I replaced the fuze 3 times before
taking the car to my mechanic who told me its very common for the power steering motor to fail
in Hhrs. I had to replace it out of pocket. I have not had problems since then. It seems like Hhr
should be in the power steering recall list too. Car Problems. Power Steering Failed problem 1.
Power Steering Failed problem 2. Power Steering Failed problem 3. Power Steering Failed
problem 4. Power Steering Failed problem 5. Power Steering Failed problem 6. Power Steering
Failed problem 7. Power Steering Failed problem 8. Power Steering Failed problem 9. Power
Steering Failed problem Steering problems Steering problems. Power Steering Light On
problems. Lose Power Steering problems. Steering Column problems. Steering Failed
problems. Steering Is Tight problems. Power Steering Pump problems. Electric Power Assist
Steering System problems. Steering Wheel Vibrate problems. Power Steering Fluid problems.
Steering Tie Rod Assembly problems. Lake Chevy helped make these videos. The video above
shows how to replace blown fuses in the interior fuse box of your Chevrolet HHR in addition to
the fuse panel diagram location. Electrical components such as your map light, radio, heated
seats, high beams, power windows all have fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances
are you have a fuse that has blown out. If your HHR is experiencing electrical problems, you
should always check the fuses first, because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to
change. Some Chevrolets have multiple interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video
above will show you where the interior fuse box of your HHR is located. If your HHR has many
options like a sunroof, navigation, heated seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components
may have multiple fuses, so make sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the
component in question. If you need to replace a blown fuse in your HHR, make sure you replace
it with one that has the same amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for
the component in question doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted
professional mechanic. They should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced

or if there is a short or some other problem with your HHR. Hans Angermeier has produced over
, videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Don't send mixed signals - if your turn
signal doesn't blink, or blinks rapidly, you likely have a burnt out bulb. Many cars will burn or
leak a little bit of oil. Over time, this adds up and you might need to add some - learn how to
here! Driving with your phone pressed against your ear is illegal in many places. See how to talk
hands free! Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter
the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset
development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on
these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be
relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair.
Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Checking the windshield washer fluid. There's
no reason to check the washer fluid level without adding some - see how to do it here! Change a
rear blinker. Top up the oil level. Pair your phone. See all videos for the Chevrolet HHR. We have
a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything See the Back button â€” blue
bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? My power steering
keeps going in and out and flashes a warning light that says power steering then the power
steering turns off and it's hard to steer it happens just going around the corner as soon as I
start turning my steering wheel it goes off if I turn my car off and turn it back on it comes right
back off and I can drive but then it will come back on a little bit later while I'm turning or when I
just start the car or if I try to back up randomly it will just come on until I turn the car off and
then it will go back to regular but will always go back to power steering - Maquoketa Ia, IA, USA.
Add Complaint. The power steering went out making it unable to control the vehicle my 18 year
old son was driving and could not steer or control the vehicle causing him to wreck and dented
the car up and busted the oil pan locking the motor up just by luck he was not injured we had to
have it towed home and it has sat here cause I can't afford a new motor I am very upset with this
whole ordeal I've been out a lot of money and have no vehicle now plus my son was very
traumatized over the whole matter I truly loved this car now it's just wasting away and I'm out a
lot of moneynot to mention had problems with the windows rolling up and down and the stereo
just quit working and the batteries I put in it kept going dead I'm truly upset over this - Buffalo,
KY, USA. With no advance warning while driving the power steering will stop operating and the
car must be steered manually. I never know when this may happen and sometimes it will
happen many times in one day and other times we may drive several days without any issues.
This is an extremely dangerous situation when traveling on a 2-lane roadway for myself but
even more so for my wife. Driving and power steering randomly quits working been happening
for 5 days. Power steering goes out seconds after the wheels start rolling. It is extremely hard to
maneuver after that. Turns R close to impossible unless you are going a decent speed. Putting
the car in park or neutral and shutting it off then back on again will reset the steering and it
buys you a few second of easy turning before U hear a click nose under the dash and
assistance is gone. This is a hazard to the person driving and any vehicle or persons around
while turning. The HHR is in motion at random speeds, temperature, location, etc. And the dic
light for "power steering" comes on. We have changed the appropriate fuses under the hood
and passenger side center panel and still have same result-no power steering. This is a very
dangerous situation when driving down the road, but especially when going into a curve and it
shuts off. We checked the wires under the hood as well. While we have power steering, the
steering wheel is very touchy and hard to drive in a safe manner. Now, our left turn signal will
sometimes stay on after the turn is complete and won't click off. We love our car but this is
getting to be very dangerous as we use it to as a family car with kids. Power steering motor fails
during normal driving within yards making it very difficult to steer vehicle especially at slow
speeds. Vehicle has not been involved in a accident yet due to this problem. I have a Chevy
HHR lt sedan. The car has been driving fine up until about a month ago, maybe a bit longer.
While driving at approx. I shut the car off, restarted it and it drove fine for a day or so. Now, it is
becoming worse! I ran a short errand yesterday and I had to pull over and restart the car no less
than 8 times. I called the local Chevy dealership here and was told it wasn't on the recall list. I
came very close to having an accident one evening when the power steering went out and I had
no place to pull over and had to turn into the oncoming lane of traffic. This isn't just a cosmetic
or trivial problem! While driving on a 2-lane highway the power steering assist quit working and
the message "power steering" appeared in the driver information center screen. Later I
discovered that shutting the car off and restarting it restored the power assist. Electric steering
keeps going out. Works 5 mins then turn the car off try again world 5 mins and goes out again.
Snatched us off the road into a ditch. Intermittent loss of power steering. The last two days

while driving home the power assist went out on the freeway driving home. Standard freeway
speed. Hot day 95 to degrees. The first day I replaced the fuse steering worked. Today it went
out at the exact place roughly 20 minutes driving. Very frightening although I was on a straight
stretch of the road. The car sat for 30 minutes and to my surprise it started with up with power
steering. I dont understand why my year was part of the recall in Canada but not the us. Power
steering goes out. Warning light indicates power steering. Occurs while freeway or city driving
and while stopped at a traffic light or stop sign. Occurs from 0 to 65 mph. To resolve issue you
must turn off the engine wait a few seconds then turn it back on. Issue has been occurring for
the last 3 to four months. The contact owns a Chevrolet HHR. While reversing the vehicle at low
speeds, the steering wheel lost power. The vehicle was serviced per an unknown recall
regarding the steering wheel, but the failure recurred. The vehicle was currently waiting to be
towed to the dealer that performed the recall repair, Sierra motors, located at 5th ave,
jamestown, ca , The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was not notified
of the failure. The failure mileage was approximately , Power steering fails randomly while
driving, steering becomes very difficult and could be very dangerous.. Why no recall? Like
many pthers, power steering indicator on dash and no power steering. Works for few seconds
when car us restarted then out again. Have replaced pump twice already. While driving the
power steering failed and the indicator came on the dash indicating failure. If the car is turned
off and then restarted the power steering will work fine for awhile but will eventually fail again,
usually within min. This started at 78,miles. While driving 30 mph on various occasions, the
power steering warning indicator illuminated and the steering wheel seized. The vehicle was not
taken to a dealer to be diagnosed or repaired. Started driving down the road power steering
light and bells came on and lost steering. Almost crashed into the ditch. Luckily nobody was
coming towards us or behind us. Do not dare to drive my car now I have a young child. Power
steering goes out after minutes after the ignition is turn on. When car is shut off and back on, ps
will work again for about minutes. Auxiliary wire is tight not movable, also fuse is not blown. I
am extremely disappointed in his car. I have had nothing but problems and recalls and I looked
up this complaint to see if anyone else is having the same issue and of course everyone is.
They also have different models and years that they recalled for the exact same thing but they
haven't recalled this one which I think is ridiculous. Are they waiting for a death or someone to
get extremely injured where they have a lawsuit? There are so many complaints about this issue
it should have already been recalled. Just by looking at all the complaints you have lost several
customers because you waited on the issue instead of fixing the issue. If first started to wear
the light would come on and I lose all power steering I could turn it off and turn it back on and it
would work for quite a while now it's to the point where if it goes out I turn off the car and turn it
back on and within a minute it goes out again I have arthritis in my hands and arms to where it
makes it hard for me to drive especially now that there's no power steering. This is my only
means of transportation and I'm on disability and can't afford to get it fixed and I shouldn't have
to cuz it's not my problem, it's a default in the way y'all built this crappy car. Please do the right
thing and recall them and fix the problem before someone gets seriously injured. My HHR has
been sitting for awhile due to a fuel line leak another manufacturing defect for this car! I come to
find out that this vehicle has electronic steering with a module and a steering electric motor in
the steering column! I have no idea what this will cost to fix but at this point I would like to drive
this car off a bridge! Ignition recall. Bad Brake Rotors due to cheap steel. Leaking Fuel line due
to design and manufacturing problem should be recalled! I come to find out that the HHR's have
been recalled with this problem!! Why not the ??? You can be driving and turning and the power
steering will go out! Terrible design and all should be recalled!! Was driving more on No power
steering then with. Replaced fuses. Didn't work! Arm and shoulders hurt from driving it this
way. Could have been in a accident. Thank the Lord I wasn't. When I'm driving down the road
the power steering shuts down and I have to turn the car off and then turn back on and it will
work for about every 5 mins. This is an everyday thing, really annoying. I think that Chevy
should pay for this because it is something that is there problem. Scared the Chit out of me..
Pulled over turned off car started it back up with no problems. Driving to make a turn went out
again. Called Chevy headquarters, told me there is a special warranty for this problem. We shall
see! I just replaced struts! Only 67, miles. I can name more things that went wrong, need 3 more
sheets. I will return with a verdict next week. When your driving 70 MPH down a freeway and all
of a sudden your power steering fails; first reaction is panic specially when you have your
family on deck , you attempt to steer and you feel as if you have to struggle just to get to the
side of the freeway. This is bad, you're hundreds of miles away from your destination yet;
restart the car and now your power steering works, only to go off more time between distances.
As a long time 25 plus year, one man cheering squad for the "Bowtie. I am embarrassed that I
still own any Chevy's after the experience I have had with this Hhr. This is an outragege Twice

this has happened while driving straight on a freeway, power steering goes out while driving. It
causes you to panic at first and is very hard to steer. After you get somewhere that you can stop
and turn the engine off, when restarting the steering works. Update from Aug 17, : There is a GM
website that shows a recall for the power steering for the and but does mention the and in
paragraph 4 says they are guaranteed for life. There should be a recall for this problem, it's
happened with other Chevys and they recalled them. Hundreds of complaints with this problem.
Chevy doesn't care. This is a really big problem with steering, why should we pay hundreds of
dollars for a problem that should be fixed by Chevy. It's not right my kids and wife drive in this
car, last Chevy I'll ever buy. Today driving my 5 year old home from preschool on a very busy
street right off the freeway my power steering light went on and it stopped working. Oh my god,
I started praying I did not get into an accident. I could not turn my wheel. I was so thankful we
came to a red light so I could turn the car off then back on to get the power steering working
again. It happened one more time on our way home and I am so thankful I was only 2 miles from
home and not on the freeway. I am almost in tears after calling a Chevrolet dealer and having
them first tell me it's a recall and then saying no it's not in the computer so it's your problem.
This needs to be a recall. This is how recalls begin. When people die in accidents. Why should
we have to wait for a loved one to die to have a company fix something they should. My last car
I had for 13 years with not one problem. These things should never happen. I am going to fix car
then sell it and never ever buy Chevy again. Very scary when on the highway and trucks behind
u and the power steering goes. Need all my strength to turn wheel. As I was going to back out of
my drive this morning I noticed that there was no power steering. We checked the belt and the
fluid and all were ok. When I called someone to bring me to work I noticed on this site the
numerous complaints on the HHR power steering. With so many problems it makes no sense
for Chevrolet to not find a fix for this. Driving without power steering is dangerous. If nothing
can be done and I have to get a new car I will definitly think twice about buying from this
manufactor again. I was riding down the street and turned the corner and I could barely turn and
almost hit a car. It is dangerous and I cannot afford to pay for something that may not be fixed.
Warranty has just ended and I am still making payments on the vehicle. I have read the
numerous complaints about this issue, why is there nothing being done? I haven't had any
problems with this car, until November of , after having the car for a little over one year I began
having steering problems. Out of the blue the instrument panel would display "power steering"
and it became very hard to steer the vehicle. I've spoken to GM which they tell me this is just a
issue with my car and have no reports from other HHR owners, which I know it untrue because
you can simply type in "hhr steering problems" and pages upon pages come up about the
issue, yet there is NO recall. It's ridiculous because it's a safety hazard. I cannot drive my car
which I still make monthly payments on because I'm to afraid I will get into an accident. Gm is a
horrible car company and I don't ever plan on buying another Gm car. It's horrible and I've never
experienced a more irresponsible company than general motors! The Chevy cobalts had the
same issue and there was a recall. The hhr and Chevy have the same internal parts with just a
different outside body. As I was reading on a site the president of GM said "we are aware of the
issue with the HHR's steering but it's not problem and the vehicle is still drivable". I wouldn't
risk mine or my families life off what he thinks he knows. But the again why would he care it's
not his family that could be killed because GM doesn't make reliable vehicles. My wife came
home yesterday and told me the power steering went out on the car. I found out it is an
electrical power steering system. I checked the fuse and it was good. Of course it would go out
just after the warranty expired. This is a bad peice of equipment that Chevy needs to re-think.
My power steering already went out on my car with with less than 60, miles on it. They can't
even tell me why it is not working, what caused it, nothing. After complaining the dealer offered
to pay half of the I called GM to make a formal complaint. They said that the offer the dealer
gave is the only thing they could do that it was no longer under warranty and I was responsible
for it. They also only made that deal good for 90 days only. I have never had a car have the
power steering go out with less than 60, miles on it They use a computerized power steering sys
now and to even get it serviced cost almost Do not buy this car and for that matter anything GM!
The sun roof broke at 37, miles along with the in dash console. This car was made extremely
cheap If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 16 reports
replace power steering 1 reports replaced power steering motor 1 reports. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful
websites No one has added a helpful site for this HHR problem yet. Be the first! Find a good
Chevrolet mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free
service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Comment Disabled Add Complaint.
Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. No rhyme or
reason to it. Tried to have it fixed several times - spent lots of money and tried to work with

Chevrolet on this - problem won't go away. Appears to be related to the electric power steering
system and appears to be a potential significant manufacturer's design flaw. Mostly happens at
low speeds, but has also happened at higher speeds. Frequently has clicked on and off several
times going through corner,s causing the wheel to rotate wildly and making it very difficult to
turn when it switches into "manual mode" - has almost caused me to crash several times luckily I have been able to muscle my way through things. If my wife was driving, she probably
would have crashed fo sure. Every HHR owner I personally know has experienced the same
thing. Looking to give the car to my niece now, so trying to fix it again. Found out that recently
Chevrolet issued a TSB that allows the power steering motor to be replaced in , but I was not
informed by them in Only found out by taking it in and presenting what I had learned about this
problem on the internet. Lo and behold - had the power steering motor replaced "under
warranty" last week - fix lasted two days - problem is back now - taking in again this next week
to have looked at again. Reference: Transport Canada Recall What the???? Canada also has a
recall for and models for the power steering going out, but all model years appear to be
experiencing this problem from what I can tell, not just those years - reference Transport
Canada Recall There are over complaints filed with NHTSA, so they know about this, but it
appears neither they nor Chevrolet have done anything substantive to address this issue. Most
mechanics I have talked to say it is a "known problem" - Chevrolet apparently knows about but
it appears to continue to be ignored, although it clearly endangers people and has caused
significant financial difficulties for many people - making their cars "unsellable" per the
complaints I have read on the internet. Is this another "ignition switch" type issue, where
Chevrolet was forced to issue a recall because they made a "business decision" not to
address? What is it going to take to have them finally address this issue? People dying or
getting injured? A major class action lawsuit? National media attention? A Congressional
investigation? After learning what I have learned this past week, I am compiling similar
complaints to I have experienced and will probably be approaching my Congressperson to see
if they are aware of this and investigating it yet. Beyond disgusted with Chevrolet and our
governmental agencies in not dealing this issue. No way I am going to give this car to my niece
unless I know it is safe. Stay tuned. Update from May 9, : After replacing the power steering
control module six years ago the power steering problem came back shortly thereafter. I was
told that it might be a bad battery, so I bought a new one - still didn't fix it. When I took it in
recently, I found out that Chevrolet issued an internal memo in that covers the power steering
motor replacement. Not sent anything in the mail, but they did that under warranty for me.
Replaced all of the fuses the 60A main fuse in the engine compartment and the two 2A fuses
behind the panel next to the passenger seat - still came back. Apparently there is another type
of 60A fuse that is taller. They installed that and it has worked beautifully the past two days. So
far, so good. For all Chevy HHR owners having problems with the power steering going out, go
to your local auto store, pick up the taller version of the 60A fuse the yellow one and the two 2A
fuses Nos. All these years and it appears to have come down to that. Good luck all. However,
Friday Nov 25, it did it three times in a row coming home from Gainesville, Tx. First time it's
done that. I haven't taken it to a dealer yet since being on a fixed income the cost may be to
high for me. The car has proven to be really good, particularly the 31mpg. The power steering
seemed to have started to go out before the ignition switch was replaced. The ignition would
lock up so that the key was unable to come out and then after the car was started back up again
the key would come out but the power steering would lock up on me. I'm a petite woman and
that car is hard to turn. Thank goodness that I didn't turn into oncoming traffic with this
problem. There is a major problem with these HHR's there needs to be a recall on this before
someone gets killed or seriously injured. I don't think I should have to pay for the repairs. The
power steering just goes out whenever it wants to and the person driving has no control over
that happening all too often. Something needs to be done GM! Was driving home from picking
my 2 boys up from school and turned onto my road and the next thing I know I am forcing the
steering wheel to the right to avoid a ditch and about a 30 foot drop off. The little tone went off
right when I was turning and then the read out read 'Power steering'. I am glad that I am a big
strong guy because if my wife would have been driving it then she would have ended up in the
ditch with the 2 boys in the car. Now since that I have went out and purchased a Go-Pro to
mount in my car so now it records every time I drive so if something happens it is on video. My
Chev HHR the power steering is going out intermittently. When I restart it the light goes out and
may or may not come right back on. This seems to happen when the car gets hot, like a drive
that is over an hour. This seems to be dangerous as you never know when it will happen and
would hate for it to happen in a curve. This could be fatal if it happens at the wrong time and I
am caught unaware. As I read all the other complaints online about this same exact problem
with other HHR's, it seems that Chev needs a recall for this problem before someone is killed.

For now I am very nervous when driving my car and make sure that I always have two hands on
the steering wheel just in case the power steering goes out again. Driving on the highway at
about 70 mph and there is a chime and the instrument panel reads "power steering", good thing
it was on the highway or it really would have been ugly! The problem has been occurring off and
on just about every day since, I pull over, shut the car off and turn it back on, most times it will
be fine for a day or two. It needs to be fixed but I would really like for GM to issue a recall before
I have to spend the money out of my own pocket, other than that problem I am very happy with
the HHR, it is a very reliable car, but when the power steering goes out, it really does pose a
serious safety issue!!! It's a good thing I a
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m able to handle steering without power. While driving power steering light came on and lost
power steering. Stopped and restarted the car and got a few miles when the problem occurred
again. I lost steering several times before I got home. Going to bring it in to the dealer in the
morning. If there is a recall on this later, will I get reimbursed? If you have a for-profit service,
contact us. Ask your Chevrolet dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure 7 reports needed a
longer 60a fuse 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this
HHR problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Chevrolet mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in
your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint.
Search CarComplaints. My hhr power steering light has came on and the power steering has
stopped working. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

